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Abstract: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a basic communication language and a connection 
oriented protocol tied with transport layer consists of collection of rules and procedures to control 
communication between links. There are many TCP variants that modified and developed with 
respectively with the communications needs. Most of TCP current versions are include set of 
algorithms which built to control the congestion in critical links of network with maintaining the 
network throughput. In present years, TCP has been faced the fast growth in internet in parallel with 
the demand increasing to transfer the media on high speed links supported TCP. In the last years, 
computer networks and mobile cellular systems have qualified incredible evolution and a lot of 
computers and other user equipment’s become linked together with most mutual protocol stack used 
being TCP . Currently, it is hard to recognize the congestion control mechanisms that are applied by 
different engines in Internet. One more imperative problem is the manner that these mechanisms are 
employed in diverse operating systems. The greatest universal transport protocol involved is the TCP 
and in the original accomplishment of TCP, a very small number of variants were done to minimalize 
the congestion in network path. Employment used accumulative confident acknowledgements and the 
expiration of a retransmission timer to afford reliability based on a modest go-back-n model. Some 
successive variants of TCP grounded on the mechanisms of congestion control and avoidance have 
been proposed and established. This article introducing a study and background to the performance of 
different congestion control mechanisms with various TCP variants and provide an investigation to the 
behavior for each mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 TCP provides important features of flow control, reliability, congestion control and connection 
management. Originally, TCP designed for wired networks but it also performs well in wireless networks. In 
order to improve its performance TCP cuts down the size of its congestion window resulted in further 
performance degradation. This is a more serious problem in bursty and highly mobile networks which have 
rapid topological changes (Henna, 2009). TCP provides division for sequenced data stream into packets, 
confirms the packets delivery with the possibility of losing the IP layer loses, retransmit, reorders, or packets 
duplication and monitoring the network band capacity to avoiding congestions. TCP protocol can provide over 
two end points connection, flow rate controlling with bidirectional link and data reliability (Möller, 2005).In 
addition, each TCP sender can regulates the size of the congestion window using the congestion control 
mechanism and the TCP can update and dynamically regulate the window size depending on the packets ACK 
or by indicates the packets losses when occur. If the congestion window has constant value, the ACK timing of 
the sent packets will depend on the ACK of the first set of packets (early packets). TCP sliding window depend 
on ACK clock which calculate the sender flow rate and when Round Trip Time (RTT) changed with different 
values, the sliding window will determine the mean sending rate of complete window per average RTT. 
The transmission window size controlled by dependence on the ACKs received each RTT and these parameters 
indicate the general differences between TCP versions. The main function of TCP window control is to obtain 
high packets rate with minimum losses by avoiding network overloading in the same time to provide optimum 
sharing to the network bandwidth among connections. The optimum bandwidth sharing can changed because the 
varying amounts of overcrowding between traffics over the network, also it because the varying in network 
itself like the updates in routing or the time-varying capacity over radio links (Möller, 2005). 
 Basically, TCP seeks to provide reliability to data transmitted between two hosts. TCP is trying to provide 
reliable data transmission between two entities. TCP applies set of rules to handle lost in packets resulted from 
physical errors in transmission or because of the congestion in cross traffics (Moraru et al., 2003). In recent 
days, the need to provide reliable data transmission over Internet traffics or cellular mobile systems becomes 
very important. TCP represents the prevailing protocol that provide reliability to data transferring in all end-to-
end data stream services on the Internet and many of new networks. Usually, it’s not easy to determine the 
available bandwidth for TCP packets flow. In fact, it’s very complex problem due to the effects of the 
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congestion control of TCP and the network dynamics. These two factors make the proceedings of exact 
allocation for the packets flow complicated. The approved mechanism to detect the optimum bandwidth to send 
packets from TCP sender is congestion control (Abrahamsson et al., 2002). The understood of TCP behavior 
and the approaches to enhance the performance of TCP in wireless channels have been many difficulties and 
challenges. In parallel with this, considerable researches dealt with in detail many proposed development and 
mechanisms to raise the efficiency of the performance of TCP, some of these problems already solved, but many 
others are still open (Chen, 2005). 
 
The Concept of Congestion Control: 
 Primary role, to control congestion, is adjust the window of data transmission at sender side in such a way 
that is preventing buffer overflow in the recipient, but also in the intermediate routers. To achieve this, TCP 
used another variable to control congestion window called a (cwnd). The congestion control represents a 
number of segments of appreciation that can be injected in the network without causing congestion. The 
challenge is to take advantage of the available space in the store network routers. Routers do not participate in 
the TCP layer and the chip cannot be used to adjust the TCP ACK frame. To resolve this problem, TCP assumes 
network congestion as the retransmission timer expires and that it interacts with the network congestion by 
adjusting the congestion window using two algorithms, a slow start and congestion avoidance, as shown in the 
figure 1. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: TCP Slow-Start and Congestion Avoidance phase. 
 
 In the slow start phase and when the connection is established, is first set the value of cwnd to 1 and then 
each received ACK value is updated to: cwnd cwnd + 1 =, which means doubling the cwnd per RTT. The rapid 
growth of cwnd continues until the packet loss was observed, causing the value of ssthresh is updated to: 
ssthresh = cwnd / 2. After losing the packet, the connection starts from slow start again with cwnd = 1 and is 
increased exponentially until the window is equal to ssthresh, the estimate of available bandwidth in the 
network. At this point, in goes to the congestion avoidance phase, where the value of cwnd is less aggressive 
with the pattern: cwnd = cwnd 1/cwnd +, which implies a linear rather than exponential growth. And will 
continue to increase until the written disclosure of packet loss.  
 The new mechanism which proposed in this article introduces new congestion avoidance algorithm by 
estimate the predictable throughput with the prospect of higher productivity, regardless of the level of network 
congestion. The new algorithm depends on using the available capacity on the network links to detect the 
increasing or decreasing the size of the congestion window to obtain an adaptive congestion avoidance 
mechanism. The evaluation and representation of the new algorithm performed using NS-2 to analyze the 
performance of the proposed mechanism over many experiments. Certainly, the proposed algorithm provided an 
increment in network path about 20-30% and that allows to growth the bottleneck capacity too, even the 
network suffer from congestion. In proposed mechanism, we used classic exponential increment to in slow-start 
phase. Where congestion window cwnd less than slow-start threshold ssthresh, the window size increases by 
one, as explained in equation (1): 
 
if (cwnd < ssthresh)                                                                                                                                               (1) 
{ 
cwnd = cwnd + 1; 
} 
 The sender TCP updates its congestion window size cwnd in the congestion avoidance phase according to 
the following equation when it receives an ACK packet from receiver TCP as shown in equation (2): 
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cwnd = cwnd + (f / cwnd)                                                                                                                                      (2) 
 
 Where f is control parameter. The previous equations are show that the size of the congestion window can 
increases by number of packets equal to f per RTT. The factor f is responsible to arranging the congestion 
window size dynamically depending on the available bandwidth capacity. In TCP Reno, the value of f fixed to 1 
and for this reason, the behavior of congestion window in Reno have regular shape and not change even have 
extra bandwidth in network path. 
 
TCP Tahoe: 
 TCP Tahoe was developed containing three mechanisms to control the congestion; slow start, congestion 
avoidance and fast retransmit algorithms. In Tahoe congestion control, the connections permanently are drive to 
slow start phase for each losses in packets and when the size of window is big and the loss are infrequent, it’s 
well for connections to start from congestion avoidance phase, due to it will need a time to growing the size of 
the window from 1 to reaching the value of ssthresh (Antila, 1999). The general shape of congestion window for 
Tahoe is shown in figure 2. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Congestion window of TCP Tahoe. 
 
 The congestion window graph of Tahoe (and the other TCP variants) is drawing using NS-2 network 
simulator to see the behavior of cwnd for 20 sec period with window size equal to 128 Kbytes and 1500 Bytes 
as packet size. In Tahoe congestion control algorithm, it assumed that three duplicate ACKs are dealt in timeout 
as a same. Tahoe mentions to the mechanism of congestion control that proposed by Jacobson, where it is built 
on ‘packet conservation’ concept. That means, when the connection is established over the capacity of available 
bandwidth, the packet will not introduce in to the network path without the pack et al., ready taken out. TCP 
Tahoe is implemented this attitude via using ACKs to clock departing segments since if sender got an 
acknowledgement, that means segment already received by the receiver. The difficult with Tahoe congestion 
control implementation is that it needs to finish the timeout period to sense the loss in packet. Actually, in some 
applications, Tahoe takes more than timeout interval due to the coarse grain timeout. In addition, Tahoe does not 
drive instant ACK’s, but it tries to sending a accumulative acknowledgements. For that, Tahoe needs to wait 
packet losses every time to sensing timeout with an emptied network pipeline. 
 
TCP Reno: 
 In 1990, TCP Reno was released as an earlier TCP variants expanded with fast recovery algorithm (Fall and 
Floyd, 1996). Currently, Reno is the greatest extensive of TCP versions and its resulting from the oldest TCP 
version (Tahoe). Reno is performed poorly if connection suffered from multiple packets dropping in one 
window of data. These because of Reno need to wait for the expiration timer of retransmission before restarting 
flow of data. Reno is applied diverse algorithm to control the network congestion which consists of four phases; 
slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery. Reno is tried to exploiting the losses in 
packets to determining the existing bandwidth capacity in the network. It starts slow start procedure in the TCP 
connection beginning as well as when timeouts within connection. In this progression it primarily growths 
exponentially the congestion window and linearly when reaches ssthresh level to start the other phase known by 
congestion avoidance. 
 When timeout occurs or if three duplicate ACKs are received, fast retransmit and fast recovery is initiated, 
where these algorithms enhancing the Reno performance by using the timeout interruption to indicate the 
congestion in network (Henna, 2009). The congestion control of Reno does not decrease the transmission flow 
rate except if it notes a dropping in packet and that will happen only if network suffer from overload situation. 
Where Reno is try to balancing the size of window for different connections (Hughes Systique Cor., 2006). The 
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size of window in Reno is regularly changed in a distinctive situation. The size of window stays to be enlarged 
till packet loss happens. As show in figure 3, Reno is used two phases to increase the size of window; in slow 
start and in congestion avoidance. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Congestion window of TCP Reno. 
 
 To increasing the cwnd, Reno will add one segment every RTT for each ACK received and halving cwnd 
every loss occurrence for each RTT. Reno adjusts cwnd as follows (Jamal and Sultan, 2008): 
To increasing window size:  
 
cwnd = cwnd + (1/cwnd)                                                                                                                                       (3) 
 
To decreasing window size: 
 
cwnd = cwnd- (cwnd/2)                                                                                           (4) 
 
 If the bandwidth of the connection keeps in same size, Reno is repeating the procedures of increase and 
decrease the window size. Then, Reno sets ssthresh to half cwnd and also set cwnd to be equal current value of 
ssthresh. When duplicate ACK is received, cwnd increasing by one and when cwnd value is larger than the data 
quantity in the network pipeline, then send single segment else waiting. 
 Reno recalls the attitude of Tahoe, such as slow starts and the timer of coarse grain retransmit. But really, it 
includes significant intelligence technique by provide early detection to the packets losses and also the network 
pipe does not emptied for every packet lost occurrence. Reno is first TCP variant was proposed the mechanism 
of fast retransmit. When sender is received three duplicate ACK’s, Reno take it as a mark that segment is lost 
and it enough to triggering fast retransmit phase to start without it wait for timeout. Other change made by Reno 
that when a packet loss, it does not decrease cwnd to be equal one because that empties the pipeline, but it only 
decrease the flow rate and continue starting with next phase of congestion avoidance like that happens in Tahoe. 
Reno implements strongly if the number of packet losses are very small, but in case of many packet losses 
happens in one window then Reno does not achieve the network requirements and it starts behave such as TCP 
Tahoe. The reason behind this problem is that Reno congestion control able to recognize one packet loss only 
and when face many drop packet then the prime details for the packet loss arrive when the sender receiving 
duplicate ACK’s, while the info for the other packet losses comes when the acknowledgment of the first 
retransmitted segment arrive to the sender after single RTT. The object behind the differences of TCP is that 
each type has some distinct criteria such as the base TCP has become known as TCP Tahoe. TCP Reno adds one 
new mechanism called fast recovery to TCP Tahoe. NewReno uses the newest retransmission mechanism of 
TCP Reno. The use of Sacks permits the receiver to specify several additional data packets that have been 
received out of order within one dupack. TCP Vegas proposes its own unique retransmission and congestion 
control strategies. TCP Fack is Reno TCP with forward acknowledgment (Abed et al., 2010). 
 
TCP NewReno: 
 NewReno TCP was developed and released in 1996. It is a version of TCP Reno supported by some 
adaptations and including fast recovery mechanism. These adaptions were done to resolve the problem of 
timeout if multiple lost packets are happens in one window of data. While NewReno resolves this problematic, 
but also it is able to resend only single packet for each RTT (Moraru et al., 2003). The congestion window of 
NewReno TCP is demonstrated in figure 4. When segment are lost, the congestion window will duplicates for 
each RTT till it touches the value of ssthresh.  
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Fig. 4: Congestion window of TCP NewReno. 
 
 The size of window is evaluated in which cwnd growths by single segment for each RTT is mentioned to as 
the algorithm of congestion avoidance. In fast retransmit phase, the TCP sender makes the following steps 
where these steps will lead the sender to enter fast recovery (Parvez et al., 2006):  
 The segment tacitly demanded via three duplicate acknowledgments is retransmitted.  
 The ssthresh is set to be equal cwnd/2.  
 The value of cwnd is set to the new value of ssthresh plus three segments.  
 During inflowing fast recovery phase, the TCP sender stays to increasing cwnd by single segment every 
successive duplicate acknowledgment that received. The instinct behindhand the fast recovery mechanism is 
that duplicate acknowledgments detect the receiving of several segments via the receiver and that will use to 
initiate transmission for new segment. TCP sender will send fresh segments if allowed via its cwnd. NewReno 
differentiates between a partial and full acknowledgment. In full acknowledging, completely segments will be 
outstanding at the start side in fast recovery session the start of fast recovery, but in partial acknowledging, only 
several segments will be outstanding. NewReno is capable to sense many packet losses and that is greatly 
effective if compared with Reno when multiple packet losses occurred in one window. The difference between 
Reno and NewReno that it does not leaving fast recovery phase till all the segments which were outstanding at 
the time it go in fast recovery is acknowledged. So it’s overcome the problematic challenged by Reno of 
decreasing cwnd for many times. The fast retransmit mechanism in NewReno is similar to that in Reno but in 
fast recovery, it takings as in Reno. When new ACK is received at that time there are two states: If it 
acknowledging all possible segments which were outstanding when it go in fast recovery then it leavings fast 
recovery and sets the value of cwnd to equal ssthresh and goes to congestion avoidance phase such as Tahoe. If 
the acknowledgment is partial then it assumes that the subsequent segment in line already missed and it 
retransmits that segment and sets the number of the received duplicate ACK’s received equal to zero. It leavings 
fast recovery if all data in window is already acknowledged. Actually, NewReno is suffered because of it needs 
one RTT period to determine every loss in packets and when the acknowledgment for prime retransmitted 
segment is received only then it can assume which segment was lost. 
 
TCP Sack: 
 TCP with selective acknowledgment (Sack) permits the receiver of data to openly acknowledge the data in 
out of order which arrived to data sender. If Sack is used, the TCP sender does not resend the data Sacked 
through the period of loss recovery. Many of research proved that Sack technique enhance TCP throughput if 
multiple packet loss happen during same window (Ekiz, et al., 2011). Sack algorithm is a mutual between 
selective duplication resending strategy, has been suggested to overcoming the limits and with accumulative 
acknowledgment structure for TCP (Kettimuthu and Allcock, 2004). Figure 5 shows the congestion window 
behavior for TCP with Sack. TCP with Sack is behaving more easily to understand than other two algorithms, 
Tahoe and Reno.  
 Dissimilar to Tahoe, with difficulties of the phases of slow start and congestion avoidance and Reno, with 
irregular performance that happens if multiple dropping in packets in same window of data, TCP Sack performs 
more direct, easily to understanding and also easier to expect (Floyd, 1996). If Sack does not use with Reno, it 
suffers from problems if multiple dropping in packets occur in same window of data and these problems 
outcome from the necessity to expect the timer of expiration for retransmission before deciding to resend data. 
Sack represents an expansion of TCP’s Reno and NewReno and its working near the risks which is faced these 
two variants when multiple packets losses happen and retransmission of multiple lost packets for each RTT. 
When Reno and NewReno congestion control algorithm does not support Sack, They are able to resend only one 
packet which dropped for each RTT, even when TCP sender recuperate for multiple drops in data window and 
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no need to wait the timeout. In addition, these characteristics does not included in Tahoe, where is no border to 
resending at greatest single dropped packet for each RTT (Fall and Floyd, 1996). 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Congestion window of TCP Sack. 
 
 TC Sack needs that packets not acknowledging accumulatively but must acknowledging in selective 
manner because of that every ACK includes a block that defines each segment if acknowledged. So, TCP sender 
has an image of the acknowledged segments and the segments that outstanding. Every time TCP sender go in 
fast recovery phase, it sets a mutable pipe that is determine the amount of data is still outstanding in the path of 
the network and fix the congestion window to half of the recent value. Whenever it accepts an acknowledgment 
it decreases the pipeline by one and for each it resends a segment it increases it by one. When the pipeline is 
going to less than congestion window size, it detects the segments which are still not received and resend them. 
If no segments in outstanding situation, then it will send new packets, therefore more than single segment losses 
can be able to send within single RTT. The major problematic with implementation of TCP Sack is that 
presently selective acknowledgement does not deliver via the receiver and to implementing TCP Sack it not 
very easy process, but it precise and complicated task. 
 
TCP Fack: 
 TCP with forward acknowledgement (Fack) is a different algorithm which works on upper options of TCP 
Sack. TCP Fack is use info providing via Sack to adding extra accurate control to the data injection in to the 
pipe of network within during recovery process. The basic concept of Fack mechanism is by considering the 
greatest sequence number of forward selective acknowledgement as a mark that completely previous segments 
which unselectively acknowledged were lost. This monitoring permits to improve the recovery process of 
packets losses meaningfully. Fack algorithm is taking a more violent methodology and considering 
unacknowledged holes among lost packets and Sack blocks. This methodology frequently outcomes improved 
TCP performance than the traditional approach, it is excessively violent if packets have been rearranged in the 
pipeline, due to these holes between blocks of Sack does not designate packets loss in this state (Sarolahti and 
Kuznetsov, 2002). The congestion window of TCP Fack is illustrated in figure 6, where a different behavior of 
the adjusting the window size. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Congestion window of TCP Fack. 
 
 The employment of Fack practically indistinguishable to Sack but it creates a tiny improvement appraised 
to it. It is use Sack route to obtain well estimation to the transferred data. Fack presents a good technique to 
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halving the size of window if the congestion occurred. If cwnd is instantly halved, TCP sender breaks 
transferring for a while and then restarts if the sufficient amount of data leaving the network. If the congestion 
happens, the window size must be halved depending on the multiplicative reduction of the exact cwnd. The 
sender recognizes the congestion state after it happened at least single RTT and if through that RTT in slow start 
phase, then the recent value of cwnd will duplicated than previous value if when congestion happened. So, in 
this state, the congestion window is firstly halved to determine the accurate cwnd which must be further 
reduced. However, TCP Fack offers congestion avoidance and fast retransmit mechanisms, but it aspects a lot of 
circumstances in recovery processes and also is not easy to implement Fack over applications (Tayade, 2011). 
 
TCP Vegas: 
 TCP Vegas is proposed by Brakmo (Jamal and Sultan, 2008) in 1994 as a new TCP version with essentially 
new technique for congestion avoidance structure from that in Reno and claiming that TCP Vegas succeeds 
(37% - 71%) greater throughput than Reno (La et al., 1999)( Low et al., 2001). Vegas is innovative strategy of 
TCP that is included an improved retransmission approach (if compared to other TCP versions) that is built on 
the estimation of RTT as well as new algorithm for detection the congestion within slow start and congestion 
avoidance. Figure 7 shows the strange behavior of Vegas congestion window, where the two main phases, slow 
start and congestion avoidance has different strategy to control the congestion. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Congestion window of TCP Vegas. 
 
 The congestion control algorithm of Vegas is not constantly increasing cwnd within congestion avoidance, 
but it attempts to determine early congestion via associating the restrained throughput to the expected. In other 
side, the development of slow start algorithm is including the same detection to the network congestion to 
deciding the need to switch to the congestion avoidance phase (Hengartner et al., 2000). Many of research prove 
that TCP Vegas succeeds to providing higher throughput than other TCP versions, but this is true in 
homogeneous network that exclusively includes Vegas. The performance of Vegas degrades in heterogeneous 
network, because of its incapable to achieving fair bandwidth in the network bottleneck connection if opposing 
with other source variants of TCP (Yew et al., 2011). Vegas are not depending exclusively on the losses of 
packet as a mark of congestion occurrence, but it discovers the congestion state before the losses happen. Vegas 
are induced major changes in slow start, retransmission and congestion avoidance. When a duplicate ACK is 
received, Vegas checks if the recent time of the segment is larger than RTT, then it directly resends the segment 
and no need to wait three 3 duplicate ACKs.  
 In addition, Vegas able to detecting a multiple losses in packets and its decreases the congestion window 
only if the retransmitted segment was transmitted after last decrement. Vegas are unlike other TCP variants in 
the behavior within congestion avoidance phase, because it’s not using the segment losses triggers that is 
congestion happened, but it’s determining the congestion via a decreasing in transmission rate by compared it to 
the predictable rate. In Vegas slow start mechanism, when the connection starting, it is not own knowledge to 
the bandwidth capacity and may be that through the exponential grow it over shoots the available bandwidth via 
large amount where that causes congestion. For this reason, Vegas continues in exponential increment just with 
other RTT and among that it estimates the real transfer throughput to the predictable and if the variance goes 
above a specific limit it leavings slow start and go in congestion avoidance phase.. 
 
Other TCP Congestion Control Techniques: 
 There are a lot of proposals and trials that are implemented to improving TCP performance. A number of 
researches are indicated that a standard versions of TCP offer limits if the connections trying to transmit high 
speed of data. To resolve this problematic some new protocols are developed to get reliable and efficient TCP 
(Mbarek et al., 2008). In previous decade, several algorithms of congestion control have been suggested to 
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expand the typical congestion control algorithm of Tahoe and Reno TCP. Westwood is a new TCP with new 
congestion control mechanism that is built on end to end bandwidth estimation (Casetti et al., 2001). 
Particularly, Westwood is estimate the accessible capacity of the connection bandwidth via calculating and 
filtering the data flow of returning acknowledgments and its setting the congestion window and slow start 
threshold after the congestion via takes in to account the available bandwidth (Grieco and Mascolo, 2004). 
Some other protocols designed with new congestion control mechanism to work over high speed and wide area 
networks, such as High-Speed TCP (HSTCP) (De Souza and Agarwal), by using the previous value of cwnd to 
calculate its new cwnd (Floyd, 2003). Fast TCP (Jinand et al., 2005) is proposed to maintaining the stability by 
scaling down the sources responses via their distinct RTT and connections must scaling down their responses 
via their distinct capacity, due to it shows that the existing mechanisms become unsteady. Scalable TCP (Kelly, 
2003) is based on Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) protocol. Scalable is linearly growth its 
cwnd and multiplicatively reduces it cwnd. Scalable TCP tries to increasing its cwnd to a full size where it able 
to exploit the full link bandwidth.  
 Other new approach to enhance TCP performance is BIC TCP (Xu et al., 2004). BIC estimates of the 
accessible bandwidth and setting maximum size for window to be target window and it keeps the existing cwnd 
as minimum window. BIC applies a binary exploration task to increasing the minimum window to the average 
level between minimum maximum windows when fresh ACK is arrived. BIC TCP is improved via makes it not 
as much of aggressive. The new TCP called CUBIC (Ha et al., 2008), where it using the delay among packet 
drops to regulate its cwnd. The same approach based on the time delay among the dropped packets to regulate 
the size of congestion window is used by Hamilton TCP (Leith and Shorten, 2004). H-TCP assumes adaptively 
back-off scheme to decreasing cwnd if it senses congestion happens. It is using the relation of the minimum 
RTT observed to the maximum RTT observed to calculate new cwnd. In recent times, TCP Linux (Wei and 
Cao, 2006), was established for NS-2 to providing TCP agents with Linux base. TCP Linux has some 
modifications from the TCP implementation existing in recent NS-2. TCP Linux is able to recovering even 
when the loss of the packet which retransmitted whereas NS-2’s defaulting TCP times out.  
 In fact, the comparison between TCP Linux and HSTCP shows that HSTCP had a longer slow start period 
than TCP Linux with a congestion level near to that produced by TCP Linux (Abed et al., 2011). TCP 
improvement involves of methodologies that either produce end to end variations to the TCP or by divided the 
TCP connections with the assistance of an agent. In addition to the previous TCP extension which illustrated 
above, there are many other versions were designed and developed to employing with different applications and 
over wide networks variants, such as Freeze (Goff et al., 2000), Eifel (Ludwig and Katz, 2000), Snoop (Chouly 
et al., 1993), Hybla (Caini and Firrincieli, 2004) and ESSE (Giordano et al., 2008). More and more congestion 
control mechanisms are proposed to serving a specified task, but all are aiming to deliver high throughput and 
avoiding congestion as much as possible. 
 
Conclusion and Discussion: 
 This article has discussed the performance and the behavior of different congestion control mechanisms and 
investigated the effects of each congestion control technique. Also it provided an analysis to some TCP variants 
and explanation to the new TCP’s that developed to support new different networks applications. TCP Tahoe 
and TCP Reno are mostly applied over many wireless applications because of the effective congestion control 
mechanisms. These mechanisms provide varying in size of congestion window depending on ACK status, thus 
when packets acknowledged the window size is increased and decreased when detect lost in packets. In TCP 
Tahoe, Reno and Vegas, the congestion avoidance phase algorithm permit to the window size to increase by one 
segment every RTT. This increment stop when the window size reaches the congestion point and that will 
stimulates the window size to decrease and slow-down to the next phase. 
 From all TCP source variants, only TCP- Vegas not support congestion control algorithm developed by 
Jacobson, but it applies other congestion control depend on the RTT estimation. However, Vegas congestion 
control mechanism can provide the same packet rate but only with small network traffics. In addition, Vegas try 
to avoid the inevitable lost in packets which happen in Jacobson’s algorithm by introducing early detection to 
the network congestion before packets losses occur. Practically, Vegas estimates the difference between the real 
input and with the expected packet rate. Also, Vegas try to detect the primary path congestion by rapprochement 
between the real with the expected throughputs. The timeout of the fake retransmission will broke the 
conservation rules of packet transmission. These rules need to number of expectant packets separated from the 
adjustment made by congestion control. Anyway, after retransmission timeout, the sender of TCP protocol 
proceed two slow-start phases for each packet migrates the network cycle and the congestion window of TCP 
back to initial size after timeout, where that cause spoil in performance of TCP. Normally, each implementation 
of TCP should depend on control the packets transferring and estimate the RTT. The estimation of RTT is very 
important factor to evaluate TCP performance and all implementation processes depend on packets dropped and 
the retransmission of them again. When the RTT is very low, that mean the packets needless to retransmit; and 
if RTT estimate is high, the link can placed in an inert until the host get timeout. 
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